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Originally in English
Gosia: Athena, what do you think of this news out there that supposedly the Cabal
leaders go to Antarctica to surrender to Extraterrestrials & Earth Alliance, to discuss
terms of their surrender?
Swaruu X (Athena): How come nothing useful is stopping from the point of view of
what humanity needs, and needs yesterday because it's already too late for most
vaxxed?
No, no way that is possible, but this also sounds as distorted truth. Meaning that world
puppet leaders go to Antarctica to "surrender", more like pledge their allegiance to
their controllers, Deep Cabal, Reptilian and other non-human races representing
Federation. Not as in surrendering after a war. Pledging their allegiance yes.
So basically distorted truth. And the top controllers to whom they pledge their
allegiance and "surrender" as in Federation representatives are permissive and under
the rule of letting the human population go through, and learn from, their mistakes. 
So they will not intervene as described by many, and we insist this subject is the
same Q/QAnon theme, only applied to space, and it is most certainly controlled by
three letter agencies.
About Antarctica. It's basically where human governments meet ET government
(Federation). It´s basically a place where they (all involved) can control humanity from
the surface with high tech bases, knowing that it's off limits to the human population.
There are old bases, some in ruins, some ancient, some with destroyed cities, secret
archaeological sites, and many new bases, military mostly, both human and
non-human, mostly bordering the entrance to inner Earth. Those bases are all
Federation controlled.
Gosia: A question, if they are Federation controlled, and all those Reptilians going
there, you say representing Federation... so the Federation works with those
Reptilians, and those negative races? Is that a Viera, Andromedan, sector of the
Federation? I don´t think so, as they are ignorant of what´s going on, no?
Swaruu X (Athena): Yes, they are working with, or include Reptilian leaders of various
races, cannot know which, but logically those on Earth. How they coordinate, we
cannot know exactly but they do. Viera sector does not know apparently.


